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Low-damage processing of nano surface and/or interface of polymers is of key

importance for fabrication of next-generation devices including flexible devices or

electronics on polymers, which require development of plasma process technologies

with suppressed plasma damage in order to achieve ultra-fine control of interface

between the polymer layer and inorganic films without suffering degradations due to ion

bombardment and/or UV irradiation. Furthermore, for enhancement of production

efficiency and/or cost reduction in fabrication of these devices, it is significant to

develop meters-scale/ultra-large area uniform plasma reactor. In enlargement of source

size exceeding a meter, however, plasma distributions hence processing profiles

become inherently non-uniform primarily due to non-uniform power deposition profile

caused by standing-wave effects.

Furthermore for successful modification of polymer surface with plasma processes, it is

of great significance to avoid unwanted degradation of chemical bonding structures of

polymers due to exposure of polymer surface with plasmas, which may contribute to

modification and/or degradation of the polymer surface in complex synergetic manners.

Thus it is of great significance to develop plasma-processing technologies, which can

lower ion energy impinging onto polymer surface and/or avoid exposure with UV

photons and electrons. However, the methods to lower irradiation flux of UV photons

and/or electrons generally require processing of polymer materials in lowered

plasma-density condition, in which processing throughput should also be degraded.

Therefore, it is considered that the plasma-processing technologies with reduced

ion-damage are attractive from the practical point of view.

In order to meet the requirements mentioned above, we have developed low-damage

plasma technologies employing low-inductance antenna (LIA) modules to drive

inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs), which can solve the problems in a straightforward

manner via low-voltage operation of ICPs to generate high-density and extremely

low-damage plasmas for meters-scale ultra-large-area processing. Our unique plasma

technology is based on principles of multiple operation and integrated control of LIA

modules. The plasmas sustained with LIA modules allowed high-density plasma

production with low sheath-edge potential and active control of power deposition

profiles over large area. Ion energy distributions measured with a mass-separated ion

energy analyzer showed significantly reduced ion energy at the sheath edge as low as

5 eV.

In this presentation, plasma properties are reported for evaluation of ion energy
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distribution and effects of plasma exposure onto polymer surface will be discussed

based on nondestructive depth-profile analysis of chemical-bonding states via hard

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HXPES), which has been carried out at the national

synchrotron radiation facility SPring-8 of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research

Institute (JASRI).
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